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Set among rolling hills on the outskirts of Marbella and caressed by sea breezes and infinite sky.
A total of 104 three and four-bedroom homes will exceed your expectations and fulfil your dream of living 
the best of times in the finest possible location.Contemporary design and high-quality
specifications in a gated first-line golf complex oering total privacy and garden areas designed for family 
relaxation under century-old pine trees.

Large spaces where the Mediterranean light is the protagonist, filling rooms with unique
and extraordinary qualities.
Wide picture windows, living room and kitchen integrated into an open-plan space
to create a beautiful horizon in your own home.

An extraordinary location and a carefully studied orientation allow for a perfect
combination of views and natural light to make every day unique.
Terraces have been designed to incorporate nature and the sea into your best moments.

The homes have been designed with distributions and qualities to achieve maximum space, functionality 
and luminosity in each room.
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Their interior distribution gives them a clear urban character, prioritizing the use of space and the 
functionality of the homes. The homes have large living rooms and kitchens mostly integrated, plus large 
windows that connect to the terraces where you can recreate and enjoy life outside without having to leave 
home.

All homes have parking spaces and storage rooms.
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